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A Letter From David
At the expense of sounding trite, I must say that the
year has gone by at the speed of light. I was on the
road this year more than any time that I can
remember. Ornamental turning took me from Boston
to San Jose, from New Orleans to Iowa along with
Virginia, Tennessee (three times), St. Louis,
Saratoga Springs and Columbus. While it often left
me near the point of exhaustion it gave me the
opportunity to personally see many of you which
was a great joy. However, the biggest delight of the
year was seeing meetings begin to take place in my
absence. The more advanced turners are bringing
along the newbies and many of the newbies have
taken some big strides during the year.
Seeing so many of you at the meeting in Scranton
bolstered my spirits as well. We all learned a lot
there, and as always it seemed all too short.
We also saw quite a few improvements and additions
to the machine this year. The Morse Taper #2 spindle
added a level of accuracy to our work holding that
was heretofore impossible for us. I’ve used it quite a
lot and have found myself using the leveling chuck
much less. This was the consummation of a long run
with a lot of hurdles to cross; but we realized the
finish line with the help of Mike Stacey, owner of
Columbus Machine Works and LRE #72 who not
only produced the spindles but tracked down the
shop that could grind and plate them—a quest that
lasted over 18 months. Mike also finished off the
prototype and pre-production models of the
curvilinear slide with auto feed and stops which is
also the second component of the spiral apparatus.
The curvilinear slide is in its final stages of testing
after which it will be completed very soon. Previous
to this he’d helped us a great deal in bringing the

auxiliary rosette holders to fruition. However, his
contributions to the new tools didn’t stop there; he
also made the set of four pumping rubbers which
coordinate with our pumping rosettes to produce the
sine wave as well as the shapes to the two extremes
on both sides of the sine wave. The Large Eccentric
Cutter also made its appearance this year enabling us
to turn large spheres and barleycorns with no
vibration due to the mass. Lastly, we introduced two
new sets of rosettes as well, the PP&D set and the
C&D set. The former included the “Puffy Polygon”
type rosette along with its mechanical opposite while
the latter introduced lower count rosettes with
modest amplitudes which gives much broader
application. These rosettes sold out in the first month
and will go back in production when we have orders
for 6 or 7 more sets so let me know if you are
interested in a set.
Brian Clarry has been writing documents as well,
and many of you have been busy making the items
he’s drawn up. For the OTI symposium he wrote
instructions to accompany the videos of Gorst
Duplessis. This includes instructions for two of
Gorst’s finials, the three bladed finial and the crank
shaft finial as well as the instructions for the boxes
that were featured in the video that was presented at
the meeting. If you did not see the video and would
like a copy let me know. OTI has some available for
sale. It’s a real privilege seeing such a master turn.
Brian also wrote up an oval box project by Andy
Woodard which is featured in this newsletter. He
also committed to writing and illustrating my
instructions on engine turning which will be released
soon as they are in the final stages of editing. When
one prominent turner reviewed this document he
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said, “I think you have the workings of a classic on
engine turning.” This document has bounced back
and forth for months to get it to where we like it. It
should prove to be a help to many as they “scratch
the surface” of engine turning.
Coupling all these new tools with the previous ones
along with the instructions Brian’s written and our
newfound skill of making profiled cutters for the job
at hand I can only imagine that next year will prove
to be even more exciting. I will say that you will not
see as much of me this next year. I am committed to
staying home more in 2013, however, staying home
does not mean that I won’t be busy. New videos are
way past due, and I promise to commit a good deal

of time to those in lieu of traveling so much.
As usual John has put together an exceptional
newsletter. It’s a fitting end to a fantastic year. I’m
proud to have my name associated with it. He has
brought us much practical information and has kept
us informed. We owe him a great deal for that. Keep
the ideas coming, and he’ll have an ever easier time
producing this little rag. Contributions are always
welcome.
Thank you all for a great year, and may God bless
this next one as well.
David Lindow

Quick Fact
Replacement belting for the RE can be purchased from Eagle. Eagle Orange
85 polyurethane belting 1/8″.
Belting of about half the cost from Clark transmission is being tested.

Editor’s Chips
—John Tarpley

At this time of year I think all of us are reflecting on this year and planning for the next. I think, like most of
us, I had far too many projects planned and too little time to accomplish them all. I have a series of random
thoughts that seem appropriate for the season.
 I want to thank everyone who has contributed to the LREN this year. We certainly couldn’t have done it
without you, and we’re counting on you and others to contribute next year!
 I hope everyone is having a great holiday season and is looking forward to a wonderful new year.
 Please display your Rose Engine work at your local, regional, and national turning meetings. This will
help us gain new people interested in ornamental turning when they realize that functional equipment is
available at an affordable price.
 Anyone can write an article for LREN. If you don’t feel comfortable writing, just get your thoughts
organized on paper; and we can help you convert them into a story. Take the best photos you can that
illustrate your points. Remember to center your subject in the photo and get as close as possible. Remove
as much background clutter as possible. Shoot with the full resolution of your camera, and we can adjust
the photo for publication. Also, as part of the review of the OTI meeting that is in this issue, you will find
information from Chris Manning’s presentation. He provided some excellent tips on photography that can
help improve your project shots.
 If you are going to be visiting the Great Smoky Mountain National Park this year, let me know. I always
enjoy the opportunity to put a face with a name.
John Tarpley
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New Hole for Detent and Segment Stops
David Lindow
Since coming out with the auxiliary rosette holder quite a number of you have inquired about placing the stand
for the index pin detent and segment stop on the back side of the lathe so it can be employed while using the
auxiliary rosette holder or at least not have to exchange them with every use. Gerry Kmack carried it out and
gave me his dimensions. I recently had the opportunity at a fellow owner’s house to give his dimensions a try.
The hole should be placed an equal distance from the end of the table
as the original hole; however, it needs to be out farther from the side
so as to miss the spring assembly. On this particular table that
dimension is 2 3/8″ from the end and with the 18″ wide table it needs
to be 3 ½″ from the side.
At this position it will clear the spring assembly. The hole will come
down through the metal stand with enough clearance to allow the
bolt head to operate without running into the side panel of the stand.

Drilling a ½″ hole through solid steel is a daunting task even to those of us with
the extra weight to encourage the drill to cut at a bit faster speed so we employed
the use of the drill press. In order to do this you must swing the head of the drill
press around so that the table and foot are facing away from the rose engine and
the head is cantilevered over the table with enough clearance to make the hole.
Make certain that the head is square to the rose engine table before drilling, and
a bit of oil will speed up the process and preserve your drill bit. Because the drill
press itself is not supporting the work, if you apply much pressure you will raise
the entire drill press off the floor. Some patience is required, but we drilled the
hole in the course of just a few moments. I speeded the operation up a bit by
standing on the drill press base part of the time to increase the amount of
pressure I could add.
While the specific intent was to be able to mount both the index pin detent/segment stop and the auxiliary
rosette holder tower simultaneously, it should also be noted that this configuration can also be used to move
the rubber to the back side of the lathe in order to obtain the mechanical opposite pattern of rosette, for
example to make a puffy polygon triangle cut a trefoil shape. You will,
however, have to manipulate the tower and rubber holder a bit to make it fit as
it’s supposed to.
For those of you who have two holes in the bottom of your ARH tower you now
know that the second hole was not a mistake, but rather an unknowable
foresight on my part!
Thanks to Brian Clarry for supplying the pictures.
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Custom Wiring for Lindow Rose Engine Lathe
Sam Seaton
After using my RE for awhile I decided I want to make a
couple of wiring modifications to make it work better for
me. You may decide that you would like to make similar
modifications, so make sure you understand the procedure
before you begin cutting and replacing wires. For your
safety be sure the lathe is unplugged before beginning any
electrical project. The Lindow Rose Engine Lathe comes
with the power switch for the overhead motor attached to
the motor on the overhead. I decided I preferred to have
the switch on the machine and I also wanted a reversing
switch so I did not have to twist the cable to run a cutting
frame in the opposite direction.
I began by changing the cable coming from the motor
controller going to the DC
motor because it was short and
the connections in my motor
were soldered so, I
disconnected the wire in the
controller (there are more than
two wires in the cable but only
two are used. If you do this
remember which two are used.
The rest are just taking up
space.) I mounted a 3″ octagon
box like you use for light
fixtures in a ceiling to the
Rheostat has been removed and its
bottom of the motor. The holes cable lengthened and mounted to the
new box on the bottom of the motor.
in the octagon box lined up
perfectly with the bolts in the
bottom of the motor. I painted it black to make it look like
it is part of the motor. I then put the wire coming from the
motor in the octagon box and ran a two conductor cable
from that box to a new double throw double pole switch
(more about mounting this switch box later) mounted in a
new switch box placed on the side of the rose engine. I
made joints in the box connecting the wire from the motor
to the two conductors in
the octagon box. It
doesn't matter which
wires go to the two wire
cable because you are
going to change the
direction of the motor
with the double pole
double throw switch.

There are some knock outs in the center of the back of the
switch box; however, you need to drill a half inch hole in
the side of the metal rose engine stand were you want the
switch box to go. Make sure you have room to mount the
motor
controller
inside the
rose engine
compartment
where the
slow drive
motor is. The
reason the
motor
controllers
AC power coming in from back side of lathe.
are mounted Slow speed drive mounted in sidewall. Rheoinside the
stat boxes with heat sinks mounted to front
rose engine
is to allow the heat sinks in the controllers to be able to
dissipate heat efficiently. To do this I took the rheostats
out of the motor controllers and mounted them to a blank
switch plate that mounted to the front of the new switch
box mounted on the outside of the RE. I lengthened the
wires going from the motor controller to the rheostat
about 8 inches to do this and fed the wires through the
hole drilled in the side of the RE and though the hole in
the motor controller where the rheostats were mounted.
Now, the double pole double throw switch will be
mounted to the same switch cover as the rheostat, so make
sure your mount is correct when you mount the rheostat to
the switch cover. Take the two wire cable coming from
the DC motor and connect it to the two center or common
terminals on your DP, DT switch, connect two wires from
the switch per the diagram to the two terminals where the
DC motor used to be connected in the motor controller.
Connect your AC power source to the connections where
the AC power source used to be connected to the motor
controller and you should be done with the overhead drive
motor.
Do the same thing with the slow speed drive motor, and
you won't have all that clutter and your controls will be in
a handy spot for you to use without reaching all over the
RE. One more thing I did for convenience was to mount a
4 inch square box on the other side of the RE and put two
duplex receptacles there and brought the AC power in the
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machine there and then to the DC motor
controllers. These receptacles are for
lights and other power tools (drill motors,
buffers, Dremel tools, etc.). They aren't
required but are handy.

Goniostats Available for Purchase
Peter Gerstel
DC Motor
Control

Double Pull Double
Throw Switchbox

D C Motor

I have included a couple of wiring diagrams. The first
shows brining in AC power through the new receptacle
and routing it to the DC motor.

The second diagram focuses on the switch assembly. The
double pole double throw switch has six poles or
terminals. They might not be numbered like the one I
drew but they are all the same. The two middle terminals
are common to the outside ones. Where terminal 3 is
common to terminals 1 & 5 and terminal 4 is common to
2 & 6. All you are doing is swapping the positive to the
negative terminal to reverse the motor. Notice the jumpers
that go from terminals 1 to 6 and 2 to 5. When you flip
the three position toggle you change from positive to
negative changing directions. The middle position on the
toggle is OFF. It sounds like there is more to it than there
is. Drilling the holes and mounting the switches takes
most of the time you'll spend doing it.

The goniostat that I produce is a combination of the
one listed under resources on the OTI website and
the one that was made by the Reverend Grace that
is shown on the SOT disc that is available from
OTI. I made the unit out of brass because it is easier
to work and the only parts that need to be steel are
the holder for the tool bits and the threaded spindle
that connects the cross support to the tool holder.
The tool will grind 1/8″ and 3/16″ tool bits. I have
also added a tool holder for ¼″ diameter tools that
will allow grinding of tools for regular wood turning as well as larger bits for the rose engine.
The protractor is replaceable as well as the pointer
in case either are broken.
I have used two nuts, a spring, and a wave washer
to lock the tool when grinding a curve on the front
of tool bits. The double nut will not let the tool
loosen.
Cost of the tool is $250.00 plus $16.50 for postage
and insurance. You may contact me at petergerstel@embarqmail.com or though the OTI website.
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Ornamental Turners International Symposium September 28-30, 2012
Reviewed by John Tarpley
Welcome—This year’s meeting was
opened by outgoing President, Steve
White. Steve has faithfully served
OTI for 4 years as President and by
our Bylaws cannot succeed himself.
Steve welcomed everyone to the
symposium and handled the
housekeeping and scheduling items
that were needed. He reminded everyone that OTI is
on a firm financial footing and this meeting should
either be financially positive or a break even position
for the organization. He informed the membership
that we have stopped printing the Roster since it is
now available on the Website.
With this year’s registration packet we received a
notebook with handouts from many of the speakers. I
always consider speakers notes as value added
information for attending the meeting. Six months
after a meeting, speakers notes are usually much
clearer than the notes I’ve tried to make while
keeping up with the speaker and writing in a
darkened room. If you are a member of OTI and
didn’t get to attend the meeting you may still be able
to get the handout book. Extras were priced at $50 at
the meeting. The handouts also include a 3 DVD set
of Gorst DuPlessis at work in his shop and example
photos of his work.
Business Meeting—We moved to the selection of
new officers for the upcoming two year term. David
Lindow was appointed President and Eric Spatt was
appointed Vice-President as there were no other
nominations. It had been suggested that OTI appoint
an AAW Coordinator so that AAW knows one
person that can speak for OTI and coordinate any
issues that pertain to both groups. Jon Magill was
appointed to this new position. The meeting
coordinator for the 2014 meeting which will be held
in Columbus, Ohio, is Mike Stacy. Mike owns
Columbus Machine Work in Columbus. Rob Lichty
was appointed Roster Keeper and John Lea
volunteered to be the Editor of the OTI newsletter.
Charles Waggoner volunteered to be Treasurer.

Gorst DuPlessis—Having completed
our business session we moved into
the program. This year David and
Eric wanted to do an expanded
program on a Featured Artist or as
I’ve called it a Master’s Recognition
Series. Gorst DuPlessis, certainly a
master of our art, was chosen as the featured artist
and agreed to share how he makes some of his
signature finials and boxes.
This would be a lot to learn
in a lecture setting and even
in a workshop setting, it
would be difficult to
capture all the techniques
and concepts for these
Armbruster Rose Engine Mark I
finials. David and Eric
traveled to Gorst’s shop in
New Orleans to make DVDs while Gorst produced
these signature items. This resulted in three DVDs
for everyone attending the meeting. A modified
version of these DVDs was shown during the three
segments of the day devoted to Gorst’s work.
In introducing Gorst
David Lindow said,
“Gorst fits New
Orleans.” And New
Orleans fits Gorst
allowing him to focus
on his creativity and
love of ornamental
turning. At one point in the DVDs you can hear ship
horns in the background.
Following each segment Gorst took questions and
expanded on any points from the audience. During a
discussion of work holding Gorst said that he often
uses hot glue to secure his work, keeping a hot glue
gun close to his lathe. Once the project has been
completed it can be placed in the freezer which will
cause the glue to pop off without damaging the
piece. For sanding he usually sands to 600 grit. He
usually wet sands with a little water to keep the piece
from heat checking and also to keep down the dust.
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Following sanding he usually uses white diamond on
his piece or the complete Beal Polishing System
depending on the piece and its final use. Also, he
showed using oil on his work. He explained that he
uses Watco Danish Oil which is a derived from Tung
Oil. He also noted that when doing delicate work like
this we need to keep the cutting frame drive belt
straight and square so that the pulley bearings do not
prematurely fail.

described the method correctly I asked John Edwards
to describe it to me in an E-mail, “This method was
devised by M de la Condamine and published in
'L'Art du Tourner' by Charles Plumier (2nd Edition
1749, I think). I can explain it as follows:-Draw a
square, say, 4" across flats, and then draw across it
two straight lines extending its points through the
center of the square outwards to an outer diameter of,
say, 8", and draw a circle at this outer diameter.

At the end of the day Gorst summed up everything
with the following, “The most important thing in
what we do is our Vision. Without Vision we’re just
turning dials and playing with machines.”

Then divide the circumference of the circle by equal
points, starting where one of the straight lines bisects
the circle. For the purpose of understanding it should
be sufficient to divide the circle into about 24
points;but for making an accurate rosette you might
need to divide by, say, 72 or more points.

John Edwards—Our other presentation
for the day was on rosettes and was given
by John Edwards. John first defined
various types of rosettes and their use. As
RE users we are probably most familiar
with rocking or edge cut rosettes where we use the
pattern cut into the edge to produce the pattern on
our work piece. The next most common type are
pumping or side cut rosettes which utilize a
traversing lathe shaft to cut from the sideways
movement of the rosette. Since the pattern is on one
side, if the rosette is reversed the pattern is also
reversed. Pumping rosettes may also be double cut so
that they can follow a rubber from the top and side at
the same time.
As we discussed in the last issue of this newsletter
(V3N1) rosettes have been organized using various
methods. However, the Holtzapffel system is still the
most common with other custom rosettes added as
they have been developed. For example a D6 rosette
has 6 convex lobes. If those lobes are divided into 6
minor lobes then the rosette can be called a J6-36
where the overall pattern is now a J pattern made
more complex by the addition of the minor bumps.
Puffy rosettes are polygons with curved sides. Which
several turners like to use. These rosettes will
produce a perfect polygon at only one diameter and
at some rosette sizes it is very difficult for a rubber to
follow the rosette. However, there is a method to
produce the size of polygon you want as well as
producing a useable sized rosette that can be
followed with common rubbers. To make sure I

Draw radial lines from the center to each of the
division points on the circumference of the circle,
and on each of these radial lines mark points 1", 2"
and 3" outwards from the profile of the square, and
also mark points 1", 2" and 3" inwards from the
profile of the square. Draw lines to join all the 1"
outwards points; repeat for each of the other series of
points both inwards and outwards and you will have
the original square and outwards from that you will
have 3 puffy squares (figures each with 4 convex
bumps); and inwards from the square you will have 3
figures each with 4 concave bumps.
Thus, by making a rosette of the shape of the outer
line joining all the outermost points, you will have a
rosette of about 8" mean diameter which is able to
cut a perfect square with 4" sides. By using this
method you can start with the shape and size of the
profile you intend for your pattern, and despite the
fact that its steps may be too sudden for a rubber to
follow, by extending the shape by sufficient division
lines, you can produce a rosette of sufficient mean
diameter that the rubber will have no difficulty
climbing the 'peaks' and dipping into the 'valleys'.
You may make a simple gadget with a slide and
stylus to follow the chosen profile, and with an
extendable arm holding a pen which will draw a line
X" outside the model profile to give you the profile
of the rosette.”
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The final portion of John’s presentation was the
question, “Should we establish some type of naming
register as has been recently proposed in this
newsletter?” There are both positives and negatives
to this idea. The negatives are certainly that no one
has to use the register and designers may wish to
keep their designs private. However, if it works then
we will have records for the designs submitted. This
may become more important as software design
programs are developed. After some discussion the
decision was that John Edwards was willing to
undertake the task and report on the database at OTI
meetings.
John is making his presentation available on CD. It
can be purchased through his Website and shows
images of the patterns he showed.
Illustration of John Edwards’ technique by David
Lindow.
Amplitude is the radius from the center of the rosette
to the highest peak less the radius to the lowest
valley. Since engine turning cuts are much shallower
than wood cuts, rosettes for engine turning must have
much smaller amplitudes than those for wood
turning. Large amplitude rosettes can be lessened
with the choice of rubber and by using an amplitude
adjuster. Small amplitude rosettes cannot be adjusted
upward in the same way.
A variety of other patterns can be created in various
ways by combining rosettes, subtracting portions of
rosettes, fading patterns, and by phasing rosettes.
Holtzapffel and company developed a machine to
produce the rosettes they marketed. Today most
rosettes are cut using CNC machines.
John followed this by showing a large series of slides
of various patterns that can be obtained using
different rosettes, combinations, and modifications.
John gives credit to Fred Armbruster for reminding
us that rise over run on a rosette is more important
than just rise (amplitude) so that we prevent violent
shapes and ski jumps which are very difficult to
follow.

Peter D. Cristofaro—Peter is the
President of the Providence Jewelry
Museum which commemorates and
honors the work done by metalworkers in
Providence, R. I. Peter states that jewelry
work continued to thrive in Providence
after production ended in many other areas due to
one fact. The artisans in that area knew how to clad
metal. This made it possible to combine a base metal
with a precious metal such as gold or silver which in
turn allowed variations in design and kept the price
reasonable. This also developed a “culture of
making” in this area. These things combined to
produce some of the most complex engine turning
ever done with objects equal in quality to any made
of solid materials but with a much lower price point.
Charles Field was born in 1833 and died in 1892. In
1850 Gorham and Company was developing and the
area was becoming a machine building area. In 1879
Field is 37 and mechanical pencils are popular along
with watches, bracelets, and silverware. Field
patented a Rose Engine machine at age 37. At age 44
he patented an engraving machine. At 58 he patented
a copy brocading machine. By 1915 engine turning
in Providence was at its peak and by 1923 the peak
was passing and those beautiful machines were being
moved into storage rooms, basements, and even back
yards waiting for today’s turners to restore them. By
1940-51 there was a rush to steel work which hurt the
engine turner. In 1959 Field had been dead for 78
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years. The area had gone from boom to bust. Hong
Kong businesses had entered the area. Price became
more important than style. By the 1970s there was an
influx of European Brocaders specializing in the
charm and wedding band business. In 2006, 114
years after the death of Field, the Lindow White
Rose Engine was introduced. Throughout his
presentation, he showed many fine examples of
engine turning.
MADE Lathe—A new historically
patterned lathe was introduced at this
year’s meeting in a presentation by Al
Collins. This lathe is a Holtzapffel type
Rose Engine and has been designed and
built over the past 2.5 years. It is a
collaboration of four OTI members, Mike Stacey, Al
Collins, David Lindow and Eric Spatt and as has
become somewhat common has been named using a
combination of their initials. The project began when
Al wanted to replace the headstock on his existing
lathe with one that is more robust for fixed tool
work. After all the “while we’re at its” and “you
might as wells” a new lathe was designed. Al has
done some beautiful woodwork and great attention
has been paid to castings and metal fitting. All this is
the result of careful design and prototyping. One of
the nice features of the lathe is that much of it can be
customized for the needs of the individual owner.
D H Mayeron gave a presentation on the
Janvier Reducing Pantograph. About 140
of these machines were sold. They were
used to reproduce patterns and designs in
various sizes. They use 1 to 8 worm
screws to control and could take as long as
30 hours to make a copy, so an auto off
control was essential.
Ramsay Holmes—Enameling has long
been connected with engine turning to
bring out the details and enhance the
turning patterns. Ramsay describes himself
as a beginning enameller for beginners,
which is perfect for an enameling session
meant for beginners. In addition to his presentation
Ramsay also provided a lot of information in his
handouts.
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Enameling is the process of bonding glass powder by
fusion from high heat to a metal surface. Enamel
bonds best to pure metals. There are various types of
enameling techniques. A basic setup of tools and
supplies will cost about $1000.
Basically any metal item that can be engine turned
can be enhanced with enameling. These items
include metal inserts, boxes, bottle stoppers, jewelry,
wall plaques, pens, watches, and clock faces given
that the proper base material such as pure silver,
gold, and sometimes copper is used.
Enameling is one of those value added processes
which can enhance your existing turning making it
pop, so that the complexity and beauty of you work
can be better appreciated.
David Lindow and Jon Magill
discussed phasing and methods of
phasing. Phasing is changing the
relationship between the rosette
position and the mounted work
piece. This will change the patterns produced. The
machining industry usually thinks of degrees of
phasing. We may prefer to think in fractions or
percentage of phasing. After a basic discussion and
showing various patterns produced by phasing, the
session was adjourned to the work room for practical
demonstrations.
Eric Spatt did a presentation on making a
pen holder which has the accuracy for
engine turning. When doing engine
turning on metal pen tubes, standard pen
mandrels and bushing are simply not
accurate enough for the job. In some cases your
maximum depth of cut may only be 5 thousands of
an inch (0.005). All standard pen mandrels will move
more than that so patterns cannot be cut accurately
and reproducibly. Eric states that he does not use a
guide with the cutter as the small circular shape of
the pen tube seems to cause the cutter to cut deeper
in one spot of the amplitude than the other. He sets
his depth with a micrometer head and dials in his pen
tube to under 0.001″ of being true in all directions.
Eric recommends using steel composition 12-L14 as
opposed to brass composition 360 for making the
holder. It is easily machined, readily available, and
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does not flex as easily as brass. Brass can be used if
there is a chance of hitting the holder with a cutter.
The most important portion of the project is to make
sure that the metal working lathe is correctly setup
and that accuracy is maintained throughout the
procedure.
Basically, Eric’s holder is a mandrel
that is an expansion chuck made with
tapered nuts The slotted end screw can
be center drilled to hold that end of the fixture in a
tailstock point or you may want to use two holders
and fix the assembly between centers. Detailed
instructions for making the chuck are in Eric’s
meeting handout.
This holder is an accurate, well-fitting pen holder
with the accuracy needed for engine turning.
Dennis Daudelin, Webmaster gave the
next section of the program explaining
the changes in the OTI Website. There
has been quite a bit of discussion about
our Web site and how it operates.
Fortunately, new software has become
available for the site. Dennis is also a member of the
Segmented Turners, another national chapter; and he
does the site for them as well. Since most of our
needs are the same he can use much of the same
software for both sites. Dennis thinks our new site is
about 90% completed, but a few additional changes
may be made over the next few weeks.
Several people have used a screen name to log onto
the Forum or Gallery. Over the years they have
become “attached” to these names and find them fun
to use. However, it does make it difficult to know
who you are talking with or whose Gallery work you
are viewing. Dennis strongly recommends using your
own name rather than a screen name. If you want to
know the member name attached to a screen name
simply log on to the Forum. Select the drop down list
from the Community button and then select Member
List. On the resulting screen choose the letter of the
alphabet for the screen name which will be in the list.
The last two columns on the line will tell you the
person's name.
With the previous software we had two different
logons to remember. Only one is now needed. On
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this version there are buttons at the top of many
pages that allow you to change your username or
renew your password if you forget it. This will be a
help to you and reduce the workload on the OTI
staff.
On the Forums you can either create a new topic to
begin a new discussion or you can add comments on
an existing topic to continue a discussion. What you
don’t want to do is start a new topic as a continuation
of a different, existing topic. This makes it difficult
for readers to follow a topic and it will make it
difficult to find the topic in the archives for future
use. Once you have logged onto the Forum, you will
find an FAQ button on the ribbon near the top of the
page where you will find answers to questions about
Forum operation. If you are subscribed to the
Lindow Rose Engine Owners hidden forum, it will
still appear at the bottom of the page after you have
signed in. If it does not you need to let either Dennis
or David know.
With the new Gallery we should post to one of the
defined categories as this will automatically add the
photo to our member gallery. Up to 5 pieces can be
submitted per pass and multiple passes are allowed
which allows multiple photos per project. Photos
should be 900x900 pixels for optimum display sizes.
As with the Forum submit photos under your own
name and not a screen name.
There is now a Calendar section on the site where
Turning related events can be posted.
There is also a Links section where supplier’s sites
and personal Web sites can be added.
You can edit your own Roster Profile and online
profile from submenus from Forum or Gallery.
I have been one of those members who didn’t use the
Website because I found the software difficult to use
and manipulate. However, this new software seems
much better so I hope to find time to add a weekly
surf or two on the OTI site.
Banquet—On Saturday evening we had our annual
banquet, auction, and presentation of the biennial
cups. The auction was conducted by our auctioneer,
John Lea. As usual John kept us on pace, kept the
event fun, and raised as much money as he could.
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We raised approximately $900 for OTI.
The cup winners are:
Carmen Gianforte—Straight Line Cup
Josh Salesin—Straight Line Wood Cup
Brian Jackson—Friendship Cup
Brian Jackson—Rose Cup
Josh Salesin—Master’s Cup
John Lea began our Sunday session
with information on Finding and
Restoring Machines. John began by
discussing the cleaners and tools he
listed in his handout. He finds these
cleaners to be particularly useful to
clean the machine without damage. Finding
equipment is primarily a matter of networking to
make contacts with people who have equipment
available or who may know where equipment is
available.
John outlined five different levels of restoration.
They appeal to different types of collectors and users.
First, you can simply not touch. This results in
equipment that may better satisfy those who like to
look at equipment rather than use it unless it was
found in a functional state.
Second, is don’t touch unless you improve. This
category is a variation of the first and allows the
collector to determine what improvements could
make the machine complete, but still not functional.
Third, is to restore to perform function while keeping
the patina. This type restoration should result in a
working machine with all the antique beauty
retained. It can be a machine that both a collector and
a user can enjoy.
Fourth, is to restore to preserve function and patina.
This gives an antique appearing machine with the
function of a new machine.
Fifth, and finally you can restore like new both
functionally and cosmetically. This should result in a
functioning machine with patinas removed which
may look rather out of place among
other antique pieces.
Chris Manning drew the really difficult
position of being the final speaker of the
meeting. His presentation on
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photography was excellent for many reasons, not the
least of which is that it saved me writing the
photography article which was planned for this issue.
Photography used to be very expensive, time
consuming, and difficult. With the development of
digital it is now much easier. Even most cell phones
are capable of producing good quality documentation
photos. I encourage all readers to keep a small digital
camera in the workshop and document projects as
they are built. This will make it much easier for
future presentations or articles derived from this
work since the photography will already be done.
Chris feels that great photos of shiny objects depend
upon five items. The first is great lighting. He uses
LED Flood Bulbs which can be obtained at big box
hardware stores. They are pricy at $45 per bulb, but
they have a consistent color temperature of 3000K.
They run cheaper than standard floods since the
LEDs will only use 20 watts and most importantly
they run cooler than standard lamps so they are not
likely to damage the subject. Remember that since
our subjects do not move we can take extended time
photos and use the aperture priority control. Chris
uses 3 to 4 lamps per setup. Since these bulbs are
heavier than standard bulbs heavier sockets are
needed and cost about $35 per socket.
Next you need a good tripod. The tripod must be
heavy enough and adjustable enough to work with
the camera and subject variety you will use. For
example, Chris’s presentation is on shooting
relatively flat pieces in a studio setting. If you also
want to add process photography as I am suggesting
you may need a sturdier tripod to maintain stability
as you photograph further from the subject.
Additionally for process photography be aware of
what is in your background. Make it as
uncomplicated as possible so the emphasis is on the
project and not the surroundings.
Chris creates what I call a diffuser trap for his
sessions. His diffusion material comes by the roll
which he can wrap around an object to produce a
diffuser with a hole for the camera lens. By using a
round form you don’t have to deal with any light
distortion caused by corners.
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Most digital cameras today come with the capability
to produce 8 meg images. The camera should have a
macro mode. A selftimer or some form of
remote trigger release
is used to prevent
shutter vibrations from
damaging the photo.
Most digital cameras
talk about both optical
zoom and digital or electronic zoom. You don’t want

to consider or use digital zoom as it can affect the
quality of your images. Your camera needs to have
aperture priority so you can set the aperture and allow
the exposure time to vary as needed.
On his Website, silverhandstudio.com, Chris has
placed a list of products and their websites.
Our program was then wrapped up by David Lindow
who thanked everyone for coming, the presenters for
their hard work, and invited everyone to begin making
plans to attend the Columbus 2014 meeting.

Already the pressure begins on a new
administration. Ed. Note: I think David
was thinking, “If this computer only
had gibs and oiling ports I could make
it work.”

Photo Gallery OTI 2012
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Cutting a charm using
a fixed tool.
David Lindow’s Brocading machine drew a lot of interest. Including
the official concrete block needed for the motor mount.

Photo showing the two
pattern dies needed to
produce the charm.

Thanks to Everyone who brought
equipment for use at the meeting.

Photos contributed by
Richard Vanstrum and
John Tarpley.
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Peter Gerstel was very active at this year’s
meeting. He demonstrated turning DuPlessis-style
finials using a Lindow Rose Engine Lathe. Also
Peter has modified and modernized a goniostat
design which he is now producing for sale. For
more information you can see the goniostat story
elsewhere in this issue.

A prototype of the curvilinear device for the Lindow
Rose Engine was on display for discussion and
comment.
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MADE Rose Engine Lathe,
debuted at the meeting, shown
cutting fixed tool work. This
was one of the original design
specifications for the lathe. The
headstock has been designed to
take the stress of this type of
work
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2012 Cup
Winners
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L to R Carmen
Gianforte—Straight Line
Cup, Brian Jackson—
Rose Cup & Friendship
Cup, David Lindow,
incoming President, Josh
Salesin—Straight Line
Wood Cup & Master’s
Cup, Steve White,
outgoing President.
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Small Oval Box With Carved Handle

Written by: Brian Clary
Nashville, TN
October 5, 2012

Copyright—The information contained in these articles, all drawings, and photographs is intended for the
reader’s private and personal use and may not be distributed or re-transmitted in any form without prior
permission from Lindow Machine Works. Documents may be downloaded and any copies printed are for
personal use only.
These projects represent ideas inspired by other’s work. While there is likely nothing that will accelerate the
learning curve faster than copying other’s work that is more advanced than your own it is considered in poor
taste to represent such work in a gallery or website for the purpose of profit. Please use and learn from these
instructions while selling your original designs.
Safety—Traditional and OT lathe work can be dangerous. Safe use of any cutting tool, whether for traditional
or OT, is extremely important. Always wear the proper eye and ear protection, and take the necessary
precautions to eliminate nuisance dust. Articles noted in the Copyright section above do not have the
protection guards for better illustrative purposes. Always use with guards in place.
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Small Oval Box With Carved Handle
The following document describes the steps in making a small oval box with a fitted lid and a carved handle
using a Lindow Rose Engine (LRE). Recognition is given to Andy Woodard of Columbia, TN. for the original
design of the oval box. His oval box, which can be seen on the last page, was made on a Lawler lathe using an
Oval Chuck.
Equipment used:
Tympan Chuck and Spring Pen Holder
A Holding Chuck
Drilling Frame with a ¼″ 4 flute single end mill (end mill)
LWM-180 Oval Rosette
Small radius rubber
This document also refers to the supporting document Lindow Rose Engine Alignment Procedures’ (Version 2)
available from Lindow Machine Works.
The steps in making the box are, Step 1 Blank Preparation, Step 2 Base, Step 3 Lid, and Step 4 Lid Insert and
Carved Handle.

1. Preparing the wood blank for shaping
Note: Lindow Machine Works sells a Dovetail Bed that will fit a Jet or Rikon lathe. The Dovetail Bed will
fit in the bed of the lathe and will allow a Hardinge sliderest to be attached to the lathe. The lathe can then
be used as an easy method of turning and boring in a quick and true fashion. The Dovetail Bed can remove
some, but not all, of the inside of the box. In this project an end mill is used to shape and remove the inside
of the box.

a. Use the Lindow Tympan Chuck and Spring Pen to draw an oval template using the LWM-180 Rosette. The
template should be just under 3 ¾” long and 2 ¾” wide. Cut out the template.
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2 ¾˝
3 ¾˝

b. Cut a piece of wood approximately 3 3/4˝ by 2 3/4˝ approximately 1 ½″ thick. Trace the template onto the
face of the wood blank.

c. Trim the blank to reduce the amount of wood to be removed. Cut off the four corners, however, a flat
should be left on the top and bottom for the holding chuck to grip.

2. Shaping the wood blank
a. Install a holding chuck on the spindle and remove two opposite jaws of the chuck. Depending on how far
the jaws open it may be necessary to reduce the size of the wood blank.
To align the wood blank centrally in the holding chuck and in alignment with the oval rosette:
i. Install a ¼″ rod with a sharp point in the Drilling Frame. The sharp point will be used in the process to
align the pencil mark on the wood blank with the oval rosette.
ii. Place the wood blank between the two jaws as shown in the photograph above, and loosely tighten the
jaws.
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Move the sliderest inline with the holding chuck and use a square to ensure the sliderest is 90° to the RE base.
Position the sharp point close to the template pencil mark.
Hint: Every time the sliderest is moved it is important to use a square to ensure it is aligned correctly.
iv. Place a dial indicator against the headstock, and move the spindle so the rubber is touching the longest
side of the oval rosette. Use the dial to indicate this position. Ensure the headstock moves the same
distance each side of top dead center.
v. Place a level on the top edge of the wood blank. The goal here is to have the side of the wood blank
parallel with the LRE table.
vi. Use the Crossing Wheel key to move the oval rosette so that when the rubber is touching the longest
side of the oval rosette, the level shows the top edge of the wood blank to be parallel with the LRE
table.
vii. Rotate the wood blank ensuring the sharp point follows the template pencil mark.
viii. Make adjustments to the Crossing Wheel or move the position of the wood blank in the holding chuck
jaws so that the sharp point follows the template pencil mark as closely as possible.

b. Set the headstock at top dead center. Refer to
Lindow Rose Engine Alignment Procedures
document Section—1 1.1 for more details on
this alignment.
c. Install a 1/4″ 4 flute single end mill (end mill)
in an end mill holder, and screw the end mill
holder into the Drilling Frame.
d. Cut a 1 3/4″ diameter by 1/4″ wide tenon.
Remember to use a ‘climb cut’ to reduce
breaking out the grain.

e. Replace the two jaws to the holding chuck.
Reverse the wood blank and tighten the tenon
in the holding chuck. Cut a second tenon 1 ¾˝
diameter by ¼˝ wide.

f. The next step is to shape the outside of the wood blank.
i. Move the rubber against the oval rosette.
ii. Place a dial against the headstock, and move the spindle so the rubber is touching the longest side of
the oval rosette. Use the dial to indicate this position. Ensure the headstock moves the same distance
each side of top dead center.
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iii. Place a level on the top edge of the wood blank. The goal here is to have the side of the wood blank
parallel with the top of the LRE table.
iv. Use the Crossing Wheel key to move the oval rosette so that when the rubber is touching the longest
side of the oval rosette the level shows the top edge of the wood blank to be parallel with the LRE
table.

v. First, rotate the wood blank and use the ¼˝ 4 flute single end mill to ensure the blank is being cut in
the correct position. Make adjustments using the Crossing Wheel, if necessary. Use the end mill to
shape the outside of the box.

g. The next step is to separate the lid from the base.
i. Replace the ¼″ end mill with an 1/8″ end mill.
ii. Move the sliderest 90° to the holding chuck so the end mill can cut the side of the wood blank. Use a
square to ensure the sliderest is 90° to the LRE base.
iii. Mark the wood blank ¾″ from the side nearest the holding chuck, followed by another line 1/8″ from
the previous line. This denotes where the end mill will cut the wood.
iv. Tighten the holding chuck to ensure the wood blank does not move. Line up the 1/8″ end mill between
these two lines and cut a groove in the wood blank as deep as possible.
v. Use a coping saw to separate the lid form the base.
Note: If the wood blank is removed from the holding chuck it will be necessary to realign the wood blank with
the oval rosette.
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3. Shaping the base
The next step is to shape the outside of the base, and remove the inside. The lid will overlap the base by 1/8″,
so therefore the base needs to be made smaller. Before starting on the procedures detailed below decide on
how big the completed base will be.
a. Move the sliderest inline with the holding chuck and use a square to ensure the sliderest is 90 ° to the RE
base.
b. Install a ¼″ 4-flute single end mill (end mill) into the Drilling Frame.
c. At this time it is not necessary to align the oval rosette and base.
d. To shape the outside of the base, position the cutting flutes on the top of the base just inside the outside
edge of the base. Rotate the base and move the end mill in so that it cuts the wood until the whole side is
cut in an oval shape. It will be necessary to repeat this cutting procedure a number of times.
e. When the outside the box has been completed move the side of the end mill to the side of the base as
shown above. Slow the rotation of the box so that it is moving as slow as possible and move the end mill
gently against the base. This will provide a very smooth surface.
f. This completes the outside of the base.
g. The next step is to cut the rim of the base. At the same rotation speed, move the end mill to the top edge of
the base. Move the end mill towards the center of the base slowly about 3/16″. It may be necessary to recut
the rim after the inside has been removed

h. Starting at the center of the base remove the wood moving the end mill towards the outside of the box.
Each time remove about 1/8″ of wood. To stop the edge breaking leave the thickness of the side about ¼″.
i. Slow the rotation of the box, and cut the inside down from the top edge, not sideways into the side. Reduce the thickness to 1/8″.
j. A recess, as shown in the photo above, was cut in the base.
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4. Shaping the lid
This next step is to shape the lid.
a. Clamp the tenon of the lid into the Holding Chuck. Use dial indicators and the Crossing Wheel to align the
oval rosette with the lid so both rotate in the same plane.
b. The goal here is to create a snug fit, so creep up on the final measurement. Use an indicator to measure the
inside of the base near the rim. Use the end mill to cut a step in the lid close to the measurements from the
base. Slowly remove more of the step using the base to ensure a snug fit.

c. Next step is to flatten the surface with the
end mill, then cut a recess in the base.

5. Completing the base

a. Place the base onto the lid

d. Measure the outside of the narrowest part of the base
and add 3/16″. Use the end mill to cut the outside of
the lid to the same measurement.

b. Tape the box to the lid tightly so that
the base does not move. Use the end
mill to remove the tenon and flatten the
base.

c. Finally, cut a ¼″ recess
around the perimeter of the
base.
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6. Completing the lid

a. Remove the oval box. Also, remove two opposite
jaws from the Holding Chuck to make it easier to
hold the lid. Gently clamp the lid in the jaws.
b. It is again necessary to align the oval rosette with
the oval box. Use dial indicators on both sides of
the box and Crossing Wheel to achieve this
alignment. It may be necessary to move the box
sideways within the Holding Chuck jaws.

c. Using the end mill remove the tenon
and flatten the surface of the lid. Cut
a recess in the lid deep enough to
hold an insert, which will be
described further in this project.

7. Cutting and shaping the insert
d. Completed base and lid

a. Set the headstock at top dead center. Refer to Lindow Rose
Engine Alignment Procedures document Section – 1 1.1
for more details on this alignment.
b. Select a suitable piece of wood that can be used as an insert
in the lid, and clamp it evenly between the two jaws. If the
wood is thick enough the insert can be made without the
tenon, therefore, continue from e. below.

c. Using an end mill cut a tenon of
sufficient size to fit the jaws of the
Holding Chuck.
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d.

f. Using an end mill flatten the surface
of the wood blank. Using measurements noted in 8 c. above, cut an
oval shape about ¼″ larger than the
recess, then cut another oval shape
exactly the same size as the measurements and the same thickness as
the recess in the lid.

Return the two jaws to the Holding
Chuck, and use the tenon to hold the
wood blank in the Holding Chuck.

e. It is again necessary to align the oval
rosette with the wood blank so an
oval insert can be cut. Use the dial
indicators, and Crossing Wheel to
achieve this alignment.

8. Cutting and shaping the handle

g.

Using a bandsaw slice off the insert and
fit the insert into the recess of the lid.
Use cutters and sandpaper to shape the
insert. Finally, glue the insert into the
lid.

a. Cut the shape of the handle on a piece of wood and cut out the shape using a
bandsaw or coping saw.
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b. Use rotary cutters and sandpaper to shape the handle and two tenons.

c. Mark the insert where
both tenons will fit into
the lid, and drill a hole
for each. Use epoxy to
glue both tenons into the
lid.

9. Completed oval box

10. Andy Woodard’s oval box
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2012 Fall Lindow Rose Engine
Lathe Owners Meeting
Columbia, Tennessee
Reviewed by John Tarpley
Once again Andy Woodard graciously invited LRE
lathe owners to his shop for a meeting October 19
and 20th. There were 11 owners in attendance.

Notice: Making tungsten carbide cutters
involves breaking and grinding tungsten
carbide rod stock. The stock can fracture
unexpectedly resulting in particles flying
through the air. EYE PROTECTION must
be used when making these cutters.
Failure to do so could result in serious eye
injury.
At a previous meeting a couple of years ago we
learned how to make shaped high speed steel cutters
(HSS). The first day of this session focused on
making tungsten carbide shaped cutters (TC). The
choice of which to use depends upon several factors.
HSS cutters are fairly simple to make with a
minimum of special equipment. Therefore, a cutter
made for a special job that is unlikely to be repeated
is probably done more easily with HSS. Also, HSS
can be sharpened to a finer edge than TC, but HSS
wears more rapidly than TC and will require more
sharpening which risks changing its shape. TC
cutters require some special equipment to make and
are more costly, but they stay sharp much longer
making them more suitable for patterns or jobs that
you will repeat often. Also, woods, such as desert
ironwood, which abuses cutters, will cut more
cleanly with TC.
Lindow Rose Engines use round cutter shanks, and
we can use diameters of 1/8″, 3/16″, and 1/4″ with
1/4″ being limited to the large eccentric cutter or use
in an end mill holder. Several blank widths are
available with round shanks. Split carbide blanks can
be bought in both single end and double end. Double
ended blanks have a split blank at each end so two
cutters can be made from each blank saving money.
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Single ended cutters are often too long for what is
desired so they will need to be cut so there is no
savings of time either. Therefore, the first step is to
chuck a blank into a regular lathe close to the length
of blank you want to create and using a diamond
cutting tool score the blank and then tap the blank to
snap it on the score line. Remember that when
balancing the cutter in the Universal Cutting Frame
you will want the cutter back to stick out of the
frame by approximately ½ the cutter length. This
may affect where you break the blank.
The next step is to smooth the cut end of the blank
using an 80 grit silicon carbide (green) wheel on a
conventional grinder. This type wheel will not load
while grinding TC. Next, mount the blank in a pin
vise. David Lindow’s children make a vise that
works well incorporating the 8MM collets that come
with the drilling frame. The vise can be purchased
from David. The collet in any pin vise can vibrate
loose during use, so remember to retighten it during
use. When mounting the cutter in the pin vise be
careful to align the cutter to the vise. You can do this
by placing the flat of the blank on a flat surface and
press down to align the blank to the flats on the vise
nut, then tighten the vise. This is important for
alignment in future steps.
Many times the split end of the cutter blank is too
long so at this point you can shorten the blank and
bevel the backside to approximately 30° by grinding
on the same green wheel. While doing the grinding
you want to stabilize your upper body and move
your body as a whole across the face of the wheel.
This is similar to the woodturner’s dance described
for turning bowls.
To accurately shape carbide we need to use diamond
tools. For these cutters we will use the Accu-Finish
machine and a variety of diamond hones. Remember
when using diamond, low and slow are the names of
the game. By using low grinding pressure with slow
speed you will not damage the diamond on the file.
Grinding too hard or too quickly can ruin a file
within seconds. Start by placing a 220 or 260 grit
wheel on the Accu-Finish with the table set for 30°
and the protractor set for 90°. Check to ensure that
the blank is square in the pin vise because they often
move while using the green wheel. Grind the
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backside of the blank to an angle of 30°. You must
lubricate the wheels while grinding. You can use the
spray provided with the grinder, or you can use a
spray of WD40.
We will use 4 diamond coated files to shape the bit.
The first is a coarse burr to start the shape.
Woodcraft sells a set of diamond burrs or points that
are packaged in several grits at a cheap price. We
will use an appropriately sized 150 grit diamond file
chucked in the lathe. A collet chuck works best, but a
Jacobs chuck can be used. Beginning at the heel of
the blank, start a scratch that will become a line
moving up the blank. Lubricate the burr with WD40
and work the line up the bit keeping the grind as
straight as possible. Grind from the headstock end of
the file as this will provide more stability. Again lock
your body against the lathe and move your body as a
unit to keep the grinding as straight as possible. You
must provide clearance in your grinding or the tool
will not cut well. See Fig. 11 later in this article.
The next files needed are two grits of diamond
conical or rat tail files. We’ve used files by DMT
which work well. These cone files are held in place
in their covers by 6x32 screws so a 6x32 set screw
can be used to chuck the cone in the lathe. The small
end can be secured by a wooden fixture turned for
the tail stock. Most of the work is done with the blue
cone which is 325 grit. Keeping the file lubricated
start at the heal of the blank and continue the grind
up the length of the bit. Keep the grind straight as
you cut. Once the cut has been completed to the
desired shape you can switch to the green cone which
is 1200 grit. Here you only need to grind and smooth
the upper cutting edge.
Once shaping has been completed you can then
return to the Accu-Finish and using the 220 or 260

grit wheel grind off the front edge tips to 60° and
touch up with 1200 grit. You can now use the last
file, an EZE-Lap 600 grit (red handle) file to radius
the tip. EZE-Lap is preferred to DMT because the
diamond surface is mounted slightly over the edge of
the plastic backing. This allows finer control of the
grinding. Using the ceramic wheel on the AccuFinish with 50,000 mesh diamond spray will result in
a mirror finish.
You are now ready to test the cutter on a piece of
wood. Remember that when mounting the cutter in
the cutting frame always tighten the top screw first
and then the bottom screw so as to spread out the
stress from the impact of the cut onto the entire
bottom side of the cutter rather than just on the one
point the set screw would have if the bottom were
tightened first. Make your test cuts and adjust the
grind if needed.
You might choose a 60° cutter for making
barleycorns. However, a 120° bit works better
because it spreads the line and gives a better shadow.
Similar surface patterns may also be better with the
larger angle since they also depend upon shadows
and angles for their best impact.
Point cutters and round end cutters need relief grinds
behind the cutter surface. The Accu-Finish cannot
cut this relief using the protractor, but a Goniostat
will allow this cut. If you don’t have this tool then
roll the back edge of the tool over a flat diamond
plate to create the relief. It may not be pretty, but it
will work. You can also build an adaptor plate for the
Accu-Finish so that you can use the Goniostat to
grind the relief. See Richard Vanstrum’s article in
this issue.
We spent most of the rest of the morning hours
grinding and testing tools.

Supplies and Sources for Tungsten Carbide shaping and sharpening
Tungsten Carbide Blanks: 1/8X3 SPLT END D/END SOLID CRB BLANK MSCDirect.com 00198978 —
$17.28
3/6X3 SPLT END D/END SOLID CRB BLANK MSCDirect.com 00198994 —
$21.08.
1/4X21/2 SPLT END D/END SOLID CRB BLANK MSCDirect.com 00199000 —
$22.43
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Supplies Cont.
Silicon Carbide Wheels: 8″ diameter by 3/4″ wide with a 1 1/4″ hole 80 grit MSCDircet.com 85642569
6″ diameter by 3/4″ wide with a 1″ hole 80 grit MSCDircet.com 85642379
MSC often runs sales of 30-35% off with a minimum of $350 or 25% off with a minimum of $200.
Diamond Dust Straight Burr—Available from Woodcraft. They offer several sets of
these burrs. Diamond Flake is easily damaged or removed from the burr by excessive
pressure and heat. They also offer some upgraded burrs that should last longer, but at
higher cost. [Editor Note: I have seen the same sets of burrs at places like Workshop
Tools that offer a wide variety of such items.] Woodcraft price online is $11.99-31.50
depending on the set purchased. Upgraded burrs will be more.
Diafold Seriated Knife Sharpener, Coarse, Blue handle—$30.44.
Diafold Seriated Knife Sharpener, Fine, Green handle—$30.44.
The files are held in their holders by 6x32 screws so 6x32 set screws can be used to chuck the file in the lathe.
Accu-Finish Grinder/Polisher: This machine while expensive, allows grinding and polishing at precise angles
using the built in protractor on the machine. The machine can be purchased with several wheels from course
grinding to diamond polishing to produce a mirror finish.
8" Dia-Sharp® Continuous Diamond Bench Stone Used with Goniostat. These plates vary in price depending
upon the grit. Coarse and fine are $67.23 each while Medium Extra Fine is $104.19. An alternative to using
these plates is to make an accessory platform for the Accu-Finish.
EZE-Lap red handle 600 grit file.

1. Grind the shank of the blank to
smooth the shank where it was
broken.

4. Use the protractor on the AccuFinish with the 160 grit wheel to
set the 30° on the back of the
blank.

2. Insert blank in a pin vise and
align the blank with the flats on
the vise. This is important for
later steps. Here two blocks of
the correct height are being used
as alignment aids.

5. Use the coarse diamond burr to start
a scratch and shape the backside of the
blank as needed. In this case a cove
shaped cutter is being made. Start with
the blank low and parallel to the burr.
As the cut develops the blank can be
raised to increase the depth of cut.

3. After mounting the blank in a
pin vise, grind the blank to the
needed length and roughly shape.

6. This is an example of an
incorrectly ground cutter at this
point. Instead of being ground
straight it is off center as noted
by the white line. Also, no relief
clearance has been ground into
the blank.

7. Correctly ground
blank for this step
of the procedures.
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8. Use the conical files smooth
and deepen the cut. Make sure the
file is lubricated. Check grind side
of bit to make sure clearance is
being maintained. Once the bit
has been shaped the fine file can
be used on the end to produce
mirror sharpness.

9. Once the primary shape has been
established the cutter can be placed
back on the Accu-Edge to grind 60°
flats on each side of the front of the
cutter. This will bring the initial contact
of the cutter with the wood to a sharp
point and complete the shape of the
cutter.

10. You can now polish the backside of the cutter
using the Eze-Lap file. The cutter is now ready to
test. If you do not achieve a satisfactory cut, the
cutter can be reshaped and re-sharpened as needed.

11. The grinding on this cutter is not yet correct. The primary grind
is offset to the left and the grind is not complete to the edges of the
blank. However, we can still use the photo to illustrate the cut we
ultimately want. The green triangle shows the basic shape we want
to make with a cut straight across the front and the deepest cut down
the middle of the blank. This will give the curve we want.
The yellow arrows indicate material that needs to be removed to
allow clearance when the cutter is in use. Without clearance or a
relief angle on the back of the cutter it will jam and overhead during
an attempted cut. Plain turners may relate to this as the bevel angle
cut on their regular scrapers. The particular angle is not critical, but
without some angle the tool will not cut.

We began our second day with a demonstration of
the adaptor plate which allows the Hardinge slide
and fixed tools to be used on a Jet or Rikon mini
lathe. When used with a Rikon lathe a 1 inch riser
block is required under the quick release tool post so
that the tool can be brought to center. The adaptor
plate fits parallel with the ways of the lathe. Metal
studs align the plate with the bed. The plate is
tightened onto the bed by means of a cam nut on the
top of the adaptor. The Hardinge slide can be
removed from the RE by flipping up the safety lever
and opening the release lever to remove the slide
from the RE. Mount the slide on the plate by
reversing the removal process. The nut on the top of
the release lever is a cam that can be adjusted if

releasing or mounting does not fit correctly. Carbide
fixed tools can be mounted in tool holders that may
have come with your tool post or that can be
purchased separately. A good choice for turning and
most facing is an AR-6 cemented carbide cutting
tool. AR means it’s a right hand tool and the “6”
means it’s nominally 3/8″. Quality carbide is a must
for these jobs as it holds an edge much better. For the
best finish on the wood blank use of micrograin
carbide should be considered. Before use AR cutters
should be reground to increase the angle on the face
and side to allow clearance and also to reduce the
radius on the front of the tool. A slight radius of the
cutter tip should be added to allow the tip to get into
corners. A radius of .007″ to .010″ works well for
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leaving sharp corners while still leaving a good
finish. To cut the face of the blank use the side of the
tool. To cut along the side of the blank use the front
of the tool. The tool should be cutting at or slightly
below center. There should be clearance provided by
angling the tip outboard, just slightly in the tool
holder. For a final smoothing cut work from the
outside to the center for the cleanest cut.
A boring bar should be used at or slightly above
center. Clearance on the bottom of the boring bar is

absolutely essential. Most often when there is trouble
with the boring bar it is because the bottom of the
tool is dragging on the bore.
David intended to demonstrate the partoff tool, but
accidently did not bring any. He noted that some
machinists refer to using this tool as a form of
assisted suicide since it is easy to ruin all your
previous work. The main point is to cut slowly and
carefully to insure accuracy and a quality cut.

B

A

C

AR6 tool being used to face
blank. Note that tool is slightly
angled outboard in the holder.

AR6 Square Tool
A) Profile view as received (L) and (R) after grinding.
B) End view of same tool as received (L) and (R)
after grinding.
C) Packaging showing order number.

Boring Bar being used to hollow
the blank.

After lunch David gave and expanded presentation
on his article on rosettes and rubbers from the last
newsletter. Additionally, David cut barleycorns on a
domed surface to illustrate how the same cutter
shape with a different angle can change the final
result. In the example here, David cut the same
pattern using a standard 60° cutter and a 120° cutter.
The 120° inclusive angle cutter allows for more
shadow definition of the pattern. To grind the 120°
cutter set the protractor on the Accu-Edge to 30°.
Setting the protractor to 0 produces a 180° flat or
straight cutter. Thus, by removing 30° from each side

of center, we have a 120° inclusive angle cutter.
David told us, “To produce a barleycorn pattern
choose the number of divisions you would like and
find a rosette that matches that count. Use the rosette
as in index plate. It is helpful to also use an indicator
set to zero at top dead center to assure that you’re in
the valley of the rosette before making the cut. If you
don’t know how many cuts you want you may also
want to use a rosette of a lower count and phase to
increase the cuts. For instance, if you’re not sure
whether you want 12, 24, or 48 or if you want to skip
every fourth cut or go deeper you may choose a 12
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bump rosette for the indexer and set the detent of
the crossing plate to 96. Make the first cut in the
first notch. To go to 24 move to the 5th notch and
make the 12 cuts. You can then go to positions 3
and 7 to get to 48. This also helps to keep things
straight if you’re going to go deeper on every
fourth cut.
To use the eccentric cutter to make the cuts, it
should be set to the desired diameter and then
placed in the tool holder so that it is running
parallel to the top slide of the slide rest. You can
then rotate the top slide using the protractor to
create the dome shape shown in the picture. It
works better to approach the cut moving the
eccentric cutter straight in with the slide rather
than simply setting the eccentric cutter on an angle
and keeping the slide rest parallel to the spindle.
The bottom slide will only be moved in order to
center the cutter to the work piece.
The reflectivity of the cut is greatly effected by the
final surface finish of the cutter. This is especially
true on cuts that have large flat surfaces such as the
barleycorn. The cut finish will be greatly improved
if the cutting edge is finished with 50,000 mesh
which produces a mirror finish. This is done by
applying diamond spray to a ceramic wheel. Let it
dry before grinding. By lifting the table and
slightly reducing the sharpening angle, [creating a
microbevel, ed.] you can put the finish on the
cutting edge without having to get a large surface
to 50,000. Similarly do the top edge.”
The figures at right show the differences using 60°
and 120° cutters.
David also discussed the basket weave pattern for
engine turning. For this pattern you need to phase
the work piece and determine the number of passes
or incisions or cuts per “run.” The word “run” is
used for a lack of a better word. The term basket
weave in engine turning refers to a series of
repeated patterns with a set of a given number of
cuts going in one direction and then reversed; each
subsequent set of these cuts pockets, or fits itself
perfectly, in the downward sine wave of the
previous group, see photo. This reversal is done by
phasing. If the design does not pocket in this
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On the left is a 60° cutter.
On the right is a 120° cutter.

Barleycorn pattern cut with 60° cutter on left and 120° cutter on
right. Note how the shadow and highlight pattern is more distinct for the 120° cutter.

Engine turned ring with basket weave pattern.
Turned by David Lindow
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manner, then it will not give the effect of basket
weave even though it may look very nice. If we
choose a rosette of 24 with an amplitude of 0.090,
and do 3 runs, then the period of the sine wave
pattern is 15° (360°/15°=24). The total phasing will
be 1/2 the period over each run or the course of each
series while the slide movement will equal the
amplitude. By using the following calculations you
can determine the settings for both the phasing and
the slide movement.
Phasing 1/2 Period/# of runs=1/2(15)/3=2.5.
Slide movement for each run will then be Amp/#
runs=0.090/3=0.030 which equals a movement of 60
increments on the Hardinge Dial.
With each series of runs the direction of phasing is
then changed.
We’ll devote an article to doing this pattern with
different rosettes and cutters in the pumping, rocking,
and straight line modes.

Follow the Bouncing Bird
David Lindow
The other day I received a phone call from a
customer who was having trouble with the
“bird” (detent) bouncing the beak out of the notch in
the crossing plate. We conversed back and forth
postulating as to what could be the cause. It was only
doing it on certain rosettes. We looked at the spring
and determined that it was strong enough. Finally it
crossed my mind that I’d had the problem in the past.
It was caused by the rocking spring being too tight.
The adjustment knob was up sufficiently high
enough that the amplitude of that particular rosette
caused the spring to bottom out as it reached the
limitation of its compression. It would seem that such
a thing would be immediately obvious, but alas such
things can be so elusive because we usually look for
the cure where we find the symptom.

Steve White turned Christmas Ornaments and
candles for the season.
Christmas Ornament by David Lindow using a
triple finial originated by Gorst DuPlessis.

Several of Steve White’s ornaments on a
display tree.

Christmas Ornament by David Lindow using a
“Crankshaft” finial originated by Gorst DuPlessis.
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Photos from the Fall 2012 Owners’ Meeting

The current prototype of the curvilinear device
was on display and functioning for input and
discussion.

This pair of salt and pepper grinders was cut by Brian Clary using the curvilinear attachment. They were held in the
custom designed chuck which consists of a Delrin chuck which screws onto the RE headstock and also fits over the
hole in the shaker blank. The threaded rod screws into the cone washer on the chuck and is expanded by tightening the
brass nut.

Eric sets up the Jet for adaptor
plate work.
Danny Wells and Andy Woodard
test a boring bar on the Jet lathe.
Danny, Eric, Brian, Charles, and
David
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Engine turning on blackwood using the new pumping rosettes and rubbers.

David demonstrated fixed tool work by cutting a pattern on a German silver ring.

Well known woodworker and
instructor Alf Sharp (R) and his
grandson spent part of the afternoon
visiting with us.

Scott, Sam, Bill, and John
Ferreira grinding tools.

L-R Bill, Brian, David, Sam, and
John Ferreira.

Brian and Andy

Mike, Eric, John, Danny, David,
and Sam.

Thank you to Charles
Waggoner for providing and
allowing the use of many of
the photos in this article.

Mike Stacey sets up the
curvilinear device.

Brian with curvilinear cut piece.
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Auxiliary Table for Accu-Finish Machine
Richard Vanstrum

Here is my design for an auxiliary table for the Accu-Finish unit to allow me to use it with my goniostat. I
tried to develop a table that could be stored flat, could be attached and detached easily, and I wanted
something that would provide a flat and stable surface. There are probably more elegant solutions, let me
know your thoughts.
I used the following materials: 12x48x3/4″ MDF shelving cut it in half to provide a 12x24″ auxiliary table,
12x24x1/16″ Lexan to provide a durable and smooth surface, 1 1/4x20 brass insert, 1 1/4x20 knob to lock the
table onto the Accu-Finish. using the existing slot on the right side of the Accu-Finish. I may also drill a hole
on the left side of the Accu-finish for an additional locking knob, but the current configuration seems stable
enough for now.
The Lexan surface should be considered optional, but it is very durable and it brings the table surface closer to
being level with the top of the lapping plate. I have lapping plates from other machines that are a little thinner
than the plates that come for the Accu-Finish, so I did not try to precisely match the top of the table with the
top of the lapping plates.
I plan to spray paint the MDF, epoxy the brass insert into the bottom of the table, attach the Lexan surface
with some small screws so that I can replace it if desired, cut a couple relief areas to make it easy to change
the 6 inch lapping plates, and then live with it a while to see what other changes are needed. Of course, I also
need to replace the plastic locking knob with a Rose Engine turned piece. It may also be nice to replace the
plain MDF with Melamine shelving material.

A 6 1/8" hole was cut in the
center of the 12x24 table,
routed using a template
attached temporarily to the
table with double sided tape.
I sized the hole so that I can
use either 6" or 5" lapping
plates.

After the hole for the lapping plate was cut, the table was placed on the
Accu-Finish centered on a 6" lapping plate so that I could locate the hole
drilled on the underside of the table for the brass insert.
I had to experiment with the 1/4x20 brass insert to fit it properly without
damaging the MDF, and found that I needed to grind the brass insert
external threads slightly. I drilled holes of various sizes in a scrap piece of
MDF and ground the external threads until I was satisfied. It took about 10
attempts to get something that worked properly.

Table installed using existing slot
on the Accu-Finish.
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